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Industry Information
Real Estate is a Industry famous for bluffing and ambiguity! An Industry

which is currently in the slump phase of its life cycle. But as the research done

by professors of Harvard and Oxford, every business runs a cycle of 5-7 years

where the business reaches the apex of its tenure where the demand is the

most and the organizations in this industry encash on such an opportunity.

While every industry reaches the slump phase in which the industry lacks

finances and lacks demand and hence the organizations in the industry in

such a phase either look for exit or try to stabilize their activities.

The slump phase however is the most ideal phase in any industry to invest,

the prices drastically go down and hence the product or service which has

been invested in is acquired at a marginally low cost. The same product or

service however appreciates in its pricing once the industry leaves the slump

phase and from the recovery phase to the boom, the organization encashes

on the milking cow, due to the fluctuations in the industry.

Up to 2018:

The growth rate of real estate in Asia is increasing at 12% growth rate as

compared to a 7% growth rate in the past years.Less than 1.3% population can

afford homes above Rs.85 Lakh. Majority of the population can afford homes

below Rs.52 lakhs.The people preferring ready to move in apartments has

grown from 15 to 30%. Indian real estate sector contributes to 8%-9% of the

GDP. Real Estate is the 2nd largest employment generating sector in

India.There are over 20,000 industries linked to real estate.



About us
A glimpse into GRD

Apple's founder and its lifeline Steve Jobs used to say, 'To establish a brand,
one ought to have a vision, indomitable spirit, commitment, acceptance of
shortcomings, ability to motivate the staff, discernment, out of the box
thinking and moral uprightness.'

All these qualities seem to have been enshrined into the vision and mission of
GRD, which was formed by Gaurav Attarde. One may say that this sounds a bit
egotistic, if not outright egoistic, to claim to have all the aforementioned
qualities propounded by a visionary like Steve Jobs. But you must take into
account that GRD is also open to accepting challenges and shortcomings
that are integral to any enterprise of this magnitude.

Real Estate is a sphere that conjures up images of negativity and perhaps
justifiable prejudices tend to surface in the course of time, whenever we come
across a promoter and his interminable claims. We tend to think that most of
the claims are as spurious as the logistics and the wherewithal that go into
the building of a project, commercial or residential.

There's no denying the fact that the Real Estate sector in India is not just a tad
dubious, it's also fluid and its moral pillars are not concrete (pun intended).
The lack of organised approach has invited customers' wrath and
exasperation over the years. Tall claims by builders and their petering out
further added to the woes and infamy of Real Estate.

Considering all the concomitant minuses associated with this specific sector,
GRD has come into being with a definite objective of not just making each
and every customer thoroughly happy for lifetime but also with an intention
to expunge the tag of negativism from the whole Real Estate sphere.



Company Profile

Status of the Company

In the conglomerate of the construction industry, there is a name which
emerged in 2009. GRD Infraprojects Pvt. Ltd. has refused to look back since
then, researching various new and improved practices GRD has made its
mark in the Low Income Group & Middle Income Group Housing Sector.
GRD Infraprojects is a Private Limited Company which is run in the matrix
structure. Having its headquarters in the infrastructurally sound parts of Pune,
the functions of the organization is taken care of from its office on Baner
Road, Pune-411045.

GRD Infraprojects Pvt. Ltd. deals in Construction, N.A. Plotting, Commercial Leases,
Turn-Key Contracts, LIG Housing, MIG Housing.

Brief History:
The company was established in the year 2009 & has done 3 Residential projects
and 1 Commercial project. The company was established on the vision of Mr
Gaurav Attarde, who without a silver spoon or without a background of the real
estate industry made it big.The vision behind starting a bootstrap organization
was that of filling the gaps in the industry. The director of the company and the
sole visionary was working with people from the real estate industry and the
various departments associated with this industry, he realised the need and the at
most necessity to structure the workflow and channelise the efforts, be it from the
point of view of every stakeholder.



What we currently do:
The Company has a legacy of Construction in Residential as well as Commercial
Sector, the company also deals in Land and Liaison Services and their
documentation. The company is recently working on refurbishing projects and
has recently put their foot in the Hospitality Industry. Resonaré being an
upcoming name in the Hospitality Industry, is already set to make its mark as an
affordable luxury accommodation, we were the backbone for constructing the
commercial hotel complex. The premise has been given an uplift altogether with
expert consultation and with a team of savvy vendors and suppliers. Being in the
construction industry GRD Infraprojects Pvt.Ltd. has made the most out of the
properties they have taken over.

The company has also done Joint Ventures with different land owners and
acquired lands to develop projects in the areas of residential,
commercial,hospitality, turnkey projects of manufacturing units,infrastructure
projects etc..

GRD Infraprojects Pvt. Ltd. has the potential it takes to make it big in the industry.
It is a ticking timer which will strike the topmost benchmark On starting the
projects that are mentioned in this profile. These will not only be a stepping stone
but a growth starter for the company altogether.

On-going Projects of GRD Infraprojects Pvt Ltd. as follows :

In Pune along with Kharadi, Baner & Balewadi is the most preferred area for
possession of commercial offices. Baner & Balewadi is strategically located
towards west of the pune with most easy access to Hinjewadi IT park &
Mumbai Express Highway. Also as far as demand and supply is concerned
post corona pandemic requirement of small offices areas which ranges from
500 to 700 Sq Ft are most preferred, but there is hardly supply of same in the



market and projects having the same size of office are complete sold out
within month period of its launch date.

Sr. No. Project Name Area Sale Cost

1. Westfield 23, Balewadi 32000 25 Cr.

2. Westfield 3, Balewadi 42000 35 Cr.

3. Westfield 33, Baner 300000 300 Cr.

4. Westfield 153, Wakad 32000 22 Cr.

5 Westfield 121, Wakad 12000 10 Cr.

6. Tathawade 600000 346 Cr.

7. Bhusari 200000 200 Cr.

8. Punawale 500000 265 Cr.

9. Dange Chowk 240000 131 Cr.

10. Paud Road Kothrud 513960 662 Cr.

11. Royal Purandar, Diwdi 1076400 65 Cr.

12. Laxmi Parvati Arkade -
phase, Pune - nagar
road, Kharadi

92866 Lease Amount
of Rs. 15 lacs per

month

13. Laxmi Parvati Arkade -
phase, Pune - nagar
road, Kharadi

92866 Lease Amount
of Rs. 15 lacs per

month

Total Area 3030132



Where we Aspire to be:
A company with a potential to reach great heights, that is the vision which the
management of this company has for it! The company has dealt in Construction,
legal & liaison services and has vast experience in the Real Estate Industry, the
directors and management of the Company however have a vision way beyond
their comfort for the Company.

The ideology of the company is to provide a safe niche for every client, customer
and consultant. The idea is to bring transparency in every practice and build a
name which can be trusted by every individual.

A vision to build trust and eventually reach the level of SME IPO where we can
reach a larger audience and can propagate our thoughts from a  higher platform.

The Directors of the company are common individuals like every other human
being, but what differentiates them from the rest is their vision, to clean up the
Real Estate sector and to make this industry equally as independent as any other
bridging the gap between the developers and the customers with knowledge.

“Never lay all your Eggs in the same Basket!” The company plans to proliferate in
various other businesses as well, when it comes to diversity.



Verticals
● Construction (GRD Infraprojects Pvt. Ltd.)

○ LIG- Low Income Group Housing projects with an average square

foot area of 500, and costing of 15,00,000 Rs on an average.

○ MIG- Middle Income Group Housing projects with an average

square foot area of 850, and a costing of 22,00,000Rs on an

average.

○ Commercial Complex- Showrooms, Shop floors, structured

professional buildings (hospitals, hotels, malls, shopping

complexes.)

○ NA Plotting- Land plotting and constructing second homes.

○ Contracting- Turn key projects, Road Construction, Flyover

Construction, Constructing Compounds, Land Developments,

Excavation Work.

● Commercial Leases
○ Service Apartments - Resonaré Hospitality Services LLP A brand

which stands out for its quality, feel, warmth, design and yet

affordability. The service apartments are a work of art with a

modestly humble and pampering service.

○ Warehouse Development - Due to growing industries and

growing land prices warehousing is a business which has come

up with a great speed. The business has a great potential and a

great return proposition in the years to come!



○ Resorts (Prasham Resorts) [ Land acquisition and identification is

in process, company not yet registered]- A resort and retreat is a

concept which people crave to visit after a busy week of work, and

having resorts which make you feel away from the crowd and yet

are just an hour drive from the city.

● Government Contracts
○ Turnkey projects and government contracts if done right the

structure stands strong and tall for the world to view. GRD aspires

to and holds the strength to venture in this business of

government contracting as well.

The company aspires to be a source of trust when it comes to

Real Estate Industry; for which, the unorganized sector needs to

become more organized and the Company has conceptualized,

revised and refined the Industry practices and processes like:

● Constant review of sustainable competitive advantage and strategies
○ Focused on Operational Efficiency
○ Types of diversifications
○ Organizational structures
○ Information Technology and implementation skills
○ Service Design Methodology & its implementation
○ Organizational productivity through employee productivity and

metrics development
● Writing user-friendly legal documents
● Giving complete knowledge and transparency in all business transactions
● Careful Stakeholder expectations handling
● New home or building manuals with detailed drawings of electrical fittings,

plumbing, fixtures with specifications, make, model and warranties.
● Knowledge Management
● Performance & Product Quality metrics and monitoring



● Employee skill development plans through creating a learning organization
● Application of research methodologies and Design Thinking
● Human Resource as a capital
● Cross marketing strategies between different verticals

While other players in the industry are gearing up to RERA and GST, shaping up
the sector with new standards of delivery, accountability and transparency now;
GRD Infraprojects Pvt. Ltd. was way ahead in their vision right at the time of its
inception. With RERA and GST, the company believes that it will have trustful,
transparent, knowledge sharing as well as partnering relations with the
end-customer.



Vision & Mission
When there's no gulf between promise and performance
Both merge into each other like salt into water essence
Your objective to serve the people become seamlessly one
And soon you find, you've a uniformed vision and mission'
“To serve as a leader in our industry, make a difference in our community,
and provide our customers with outstanding service through a collective
commitment to our core values”

Mission:
● Become the partner of first choice and provide best value for all our

customers
● Become leaders in at least three focus areas (Land and Residential,

hospitality industry and Property Consulting Services) and build
capabilities and services to move up the value chain

● Create the right conditions to allow us to collaborate
● Create the right conditions to attract and retain professionals who are

capable of supporting our vision and mission

Organizational Values

Values: DARE

D: Delightful Customers
Delightful Company
Delightful Colleagues
A: Adaptability to Market Trends
Adaptability of Relevant skills
R: Responsible towards our Customers
Responsible towards our Company Goals
E: Striving for Excellence



Success Stories
The company launched its 1st project in the year 2011 which was immediately
sold out. The director and the main mastermind behind the ideology of GRD
had nurtured his 1 st project like his baby. With time and experience comes
expertise, might stand true for the world but when it comes to an individual
like Gaurav Attarde, grave and in depth research and atmost focus has led
him to build fortified and beautiful structures which have been
acknowledged and appreciated by every customer, consultant, vendor and
every individual associated with it.



Soon there came a surge of 2 more pioneering works, 1 being a commercial
project, the construction of the star hospital and the other of a residential
project under the name Gaurav Heights. The two projects started with a view
and vision to stand out from their counterparts in terms of quality, customer
service and turnaround time along with customer satisfaction.
Some of the success stories published in newspapers :
Google link of Article published in Sakal Newspaper :
http://epaper.esakal.com/FlashClient/Client_Panel.aspx#currPage=4



Google link of Article published in Prabhat Newspaper :
https://epaper.eprabhat.net/1281900/Pune-City-Edition/city#page/1/1

https://epaper.eprabhat.net/1281900/Pune-City-Edition/city#page/1/1


Milestones



Founder Director’s Profile

Gaurav Attarde
A peep into the leader's persona

British PM Sir Winston Churchill used to
say, ' Send me a relevant peep into the
man's persona. I've no time to count his
entire life's achievements.'

The same applies to Gaurav Attarde
because his unassuming disposition and
no-nonsense outlook single him out in a
sphere that has experienced a seismic
jolt in recent times.

To helm a sector which is more sinned against than sinning, one needs
courage of conviction, pizzazz, metier, breadth of vision, resilience,
unwavering belief in oneself among others.

Gaurav is imbued with all these traits and qualities. By dint of sheer
perseverance, he's reached this position to own and head a conglomerate
with complete aplomb.

Based in Pune, Gaurav Attarde(age 39 years) is a first generation entrepreneur
and an angel investor. Having finished his engineering from PICT - Pune, he
started his own company dabbling in Real Estate & Infrastructure projects. He
has a profound experience of 12 years in the field of Real Estate, Land
Acquisition & Liaisoning, Property Development & Business Management of
Electronics Manufacturing and Energy industry.



Without sounding even remotely presumptuous, one must mention Gaurav's
undying passion for setting higher parameters and yardsticks of quality,
business ethics, humility and respect. His exemplary zeal to scale dizzier
heights of anything he sets his heart and mind on makes his company a
trusted and preferred partner in the Infrastructure business. Here, it's
worthwhile to state that gone are the days of conventional real estate and its
orthodox ramifications. Now's the time to rechristen this field as infrastructure
business. But that's possible when the comprehensive infrastructure is at your
disposal. Gaurav has made it possible and he's developing it further. It's
germane to say that the changing ethos and perceptions have revolutionised
the whole real estate scenario, thanks to enterprising individuals like Gaurav.

Gaurav strongly believes that an organization progresses by leaps and bounds
only when its customers are happy and satisfied. To add a Dutch maxim: 'Your
customers are as important as your social and commercial customs' (the
Dutch word 'Costumen' birthed 'Custom' in English). He always strives to
create a culture of excellence and commitment within his company which
gives its people a competitive edge. His keen expertise in understanding the
policies and market trends gives him a distinct edge over his peers and
coevals. Gaurav’s empathic outlook and his ability to quickly step into his
customers’ shoes makes him a distinguished leader.

Gaurav is a regular speaker, though he believes more in actions, and a
committee panelist of LCC (a Chamber of Commerce forum) of business
entrepreneurs & agriculturists.

An avid fitness enthusiast, Gaurav likes to spend his spare time in sports,
meditation and in traveling to exotic places. His peripatetic approach to life
has also provided new insights that have helped him give a philip to his
business. The more one travels, the more one unravels.

Much more can still be added. But the Bard of Avon would have said, ' Brevity
is the soul of wit.'



Member of, and Conferences Attended
● CREDAI
● MCCIA
● TiECON
● CONSTRO
● TiE Pune Member
● Member of Heartfulness Institute, India
● Founding Member of LCCIA Chamber of Commerce forum
● LCCIA Healthcare Conference 2017 as a speaker

Executive Director

Dr D. R. Attarde

An individual who has never seen what it is to be average, Devidas Ramdas
Attarde has lived a life on his terms. Being in the field of education all his life
he has been a mentor, guide and an inspiration to many. Devidas Attarde,
being from a Tier 3 City where education was not as important, stepped out
of his comfort zone and set out to be an example for the people in the city.
Transforming the face of education in and around him, he has truly stood up



to be a man with extensive research and great perseverance and patience.
Starting his journey as a Junior Research Assistant in 1972, he decided never
to look back, and with time and Learning crossed milestones like Assistant
Professor, Associate Professor, Professor, Associate Dean, Dean.
Research is a word known by many but understood by only a few. Devidas
Attarde has done intensive research in the field of agronomy he has
published over 39 articles, 13 tech publications, 34 internationally abstracted
publications and done 18 radio appearances.



The Management

Member of and Conferences Attended
● NASSCOM Product Conclave
● TiECON
● CES Tech Conference
● TiE Pune Member
● Member and Maharashtra Region Manager of Interaction Design

Foundation, Denmark
● Member of Heartfulness Institute, USA, India
● Member of LCCI Chamber of Commerce forum
● Member of Global Service Design Network(SDN)

Our Team; the Backbone of the Company

The great West Indian batsman and one of the finest skippers in the history of
cricket, Clive Lloyd used to say, ' However great a captain may be, he needs an
equally efficient and talented bunch of players. Then only can a team flourish
and thrive.'

His words in cricketing context can be rephrased here that however
competent the management may be, it needs an equally remarkable and
reliable staff. Employees and staff are the veins and arteries of an organization
and they constitute a terrific outfit, working in tandem.

The very word 'staff' has a Greek origin that connotes, ' A group of people
ready to carry the ideals and principles of the leader.' GRD is blessed on this
count as it has a great staff and wonderful employees at its disposal. They're
able to perpetuate the legacy of the organization.



Our staff and employees are committed to doing their very best with the sole
objective of the welfare and goodwill of GRD. Every member of the staff
knows his/her onion and is single-minded in the rapid progress of the
company.

The friendliness, helpfulness, reliability and cordiality of our staff can't be
questioned. They're above reproach. In fine, our employees and staff are an
asset to GRD and they make us pardonably proud.

'Management is an umbrella and all others are the competent holders of this
umbrella-stick.'
~Japanese Corporate Maxim

The aforementioned maxim regarding the significance of management fits
like a button into a blazer-hole in the context of GRD's management. The
competent management of GRD sees to it that the work must go on
uninterrupted and the system remains well-oiled.

The management of GRD comprises individuals who've fair and far thinking
with fire in their bellies to ripple through all hurdles and hiccups.

The collective modern-thinking of the management makes the work faster
and smoother. This also makes decision-making remarkably easier.

In a very short span of time, GRD's management acumen has been able to
create echoes of success for the satisfaction of its prospective buyers and
connoisseurs of fine-living and creamy lifestyle.

Management's friendly rapport with the staff and employees and thorough
knowledge of real estate add cherries to the cake.



Currently, GRD Infraprojects Pvt. Ltd. has structured the organization in

following departments:

A team of 20 leaders and our industry expert consultants. GRD is a treasure of

resources. We have departmental heads who have excelled in their fields and

have a potential to take up new challenges every day. For construction and

field work we function on contracted labour, while for other expertise we have

expert panelists who are at our disposal as and when required.



SWOT - GRD Infraprojects Pvt. Ltd.

Strengths Weaknesses

1. Strong Management Skills, Systems &
Processes in place

2. Sustainable architecture and designs
3. Being a first generation entrepreneurs,

we have new ways of doing business
4. No rigid processes, in-house teams for

each department.
5. Transparency in all our transactions and

customer-centric product approach
6. Design thinking strategic approach to

internal processes and product design
7. Strong Research & Development

approach
8. Corporate governance and SME IPO

vision
9. Flat organization system and excellent

work culture with IT systems
infrastructures

10. Loyal & long relation with customers
and partners along with vendors as well
as suppliers

1. Due to the latest RERA & GST
introductions, policies and methods need
updating.

2. Limited global exposure due to  current
focus

3. Less aggressive branding & marketing
since we have had a strong word of
mouth network referrals so far

Opportunities Threats

1. Mergers & Acquisitions to expand
operations based on focused verticals

2. With RERA & GST, investors’ outlook is
positive towards the industry

3. Newer Asset classes are coming up-
Data Centers, Co-working spaces,
student homes, Co-living spaces, Senior
Housing.

4. Perfect timing to engage in Real Estate
Consulting as property portfolio
management

5. Weakening and abrupt exits of big
competitors in Real Estate industry in
Pune

6. Real estate sector contributes
approximately 5 per cent to India’s GDP
and is expected to grow further

1. Recent Market volatility, instability
2. Continuous change in Govt. policies may

pose apprehension in stakeholders’
mindset towards business

3. Changes in HIGH buyer’s preferences.
Opportunity still lies with LIG & MIG
markets.



Work Experience So far.
We GRD Infraprojects Pvt Ltd believe in quality & timely delivery in

construction work along with best construction practices.

As far as work experience is concerned we have completed over 5,00,000 Sq

Ft of construction in our proprietary as well Pvt Ltd firms including

contracting & owned construction & development of residential, commercial

& industrial projects.

Details of projects completed and ongoing projects are as follows -

Work Experience Details
Sr.No. Project Name Type of work Area of

work
Work

completion
date

1 Quality Inn Sabri, Chennai Contracting 105000 03/09/2009

2 Star Hospital, Akurdi, Pune Contracting 81000 18/02/2012

3 Laxmi Angan, Krupa Developers Contracting 43500 05/08/2013

4 Gaurav Residency, Balewadi, Pune Ownership 9200 16/08/2014

5 Gaurav Heights, Balewadi, Pune Contracting 8000 08/04/2015

7 Elite dreams, Fursungi, Pune Contracting 191700 15/06/2019

8 Vaghajai Niwas, Fursungi, Pune Contracting 22500 15/04/2019

9 Kaveri Heights, Uruli devachi, Pune Contracting 20000 15/11/2020

10 Gaurav Pride, Bhumkar Chowk, Pune Ownership 21100 12/10/2021

Total Area of work 502000



Our Esteemed Advisers: People, we take pride in!

List of Panel Members
A panel with experts from various genres and in various walks of their lives.

These 9 are the experts we boast about. Their experience as professionals and

their industry experience have enriched the organization’s work processes

and systems making them precise enough to avoid mistakes and waste

through errors. The panelists have great ties and bonds with the company,

making it an atmosphere where even the panelists take ownership and run

the show.

Sr.
No.

Name Field Of Knowledge Credentials

1. Bala Krishnan Company Secretary &
Legal Expert

India’s number 1 IPR
Registering company.

2. JRCC (Suhas Joshi) Structural Structural Expert

3. AAPMC(Anand Gosavi) Construction Project
Management

Project Management
Consultant

4. D. R. Barve & Associates Chartered Accountants Auditors

5. Adv. P. M. Khire Legal Advisor Legal Expert

6. Praful Ingale Audit & Quality Control
Expert

Black belt, Six Sigma,
ISO Certified.

7. Abhikalpan Architects
and Planners

Architect  and Planner Architectural Expert



Customers and Tie-ups
A company which deals in LIG & MIG housing, GRD has a huge customer

base. The customers are ideally people who have their household income

around 25000-45000, the individuals are looking for a home to live in rather

than an investment and hence are highly price sensitive. GRD makes sure

that these customers are given comfort and provided with trust and

assurance in the transaction.

A consultancy which has a customer base of varied individuals and

businesses. People ranging from High net worth Individuals, to Banks, to

middle or high income group people who need to manage their properties,

also large societies who face problems when it comes to maintenance

collection and vendor payments, GRD even takes care of that.

Commercial Leases is another wing where the customers are

demographically and geographically scattered but concentrated on the basis

of their need. Serviced Apartments and Resorts are the proliferations under

this wing.



Conclusion
The company has been constructed on the vision and ideologies of a self

made entrepreneur. The company believes in maintaining transparency and

integrity amongst its other virtues. The company has potential, expertise,

strong financial knowledge, aptly done market research, quality and

structural stability assurance, and many more principles which they take

pride in flaunting. The company has land banks for 8 projects principally and

several other projects in Joint Venture. The company has gained experience in

construction and legalities in the real estate industry, and aims at using their

strongest virtues for the betterment and benefit of the masses.

The company targets the population at the bottom of the pyramid and allows

them to encash on the numbers rather than the profit margins. The ideology

which goes behind every construction is the true feeling of giving to the

society wholeheartedly and to do transparent business.


